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âœ“AutodeskÂ® RevitÂ® Structure Software very good solution for structural design. providing tools for the design and analysis of structures. the ability to easily obtain drawings. Possibility of constructing contours: planes, sections. All this allows you to increase the productivity of design and speed up the calculation of structures. You can quickly get a huge amount of
information about a structure's profile as a step. a detailed report on convenient reports allows you to quickly resolve design issues. The report also allows you to get accurate information about connection control rules. the ability to analyze complex structures in wireframe and frameless forms is supported. the user selects the object of control: reinforced concrete structures, steel
structures or reinforced concrete panels. it is possible to carry out a visual calculation of the model in several steps. application of design standards for a complex case. Visual calculation of the model for complex cases. simulation of loads and thermal effects with 2D data presentation of calculation results in Word automatic recognition of calculation results with the possibility

of saving them to Word and Excel files archiving of calculation results.possibility of transferring calculation results to other drawings in DWG format automatic import of calculation results from DWF built-in animation functions verification of compliance with characteristics and design loads verification of the correct calculation of coefficients for curves for 2D and 3D
measurements platform independent, run and use Autodesk Revit Structure on any computer it is possible to install on Unix and Windows-compatible PCs. automatic check for updates and scanning of logs. Advanced printing features allow you to get the finished object in the form of a two-dimensional drawing. The interface of the program can be customized with the help of
parametric parameters, frequently used operations and toolbars. support for WGB (World Geodetic Base), DWFCT (DWF x264) formats for further use in AutoCAD Office Simple Machines (OSM) - a separate package for Mac OS X, for creating three-dimensional models Peculiarities: takes up little space huge opportunities covering almost all areas of design ultra-fast work

simple intuitive interface high performance and fast calculations almost all models have fully 3D custom parts and surfaces built-in electronic engineering calculator powerful toolkit for designing schematics, sketchbooks, blocks, assemblies, etc. AutoISO allows you to convert files to AutoStruct formats (corresponding to Au
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